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Victory Celebration at Cheon Jeong Gung
Did you enjoy the energetic yute games yesterday?
Even there, we can learn, right?
Harmony, didn't the Harmony Team win? In the
future, as we follow the providence we must unite
in order to fulfill our responsibilities. We have to
cooperate, all individuals, families, nations, and the
world to realize the completion of one purpose.
The most important thing is to unite centered on
True Parents. Then, a united world centered on
Heavenly Parent through which humankind can
realize the dream of the kingdom of heaven on
earth and in heaven, which is humankind's wish
and Heavenly Parent's dream, will come.
Yesterday a lot of large beautiful snowflakes fell.
However, It snowed twenty centimeters throughout the night. The large snowflakes falling are like a
blessing from heaven. Heaven is showing it can make a bright world out of this dark world. Do you
understand? From now, on, globally, especially among our second generation, I will unite and harmonize
them.

When we look towards the future through a firm marble-like foundation we will create a system that can
stand tall even through strong rainy winds or hardships. I know that you have many worries concerning
future generations and the future. There is no need to worry. While I am still on this earth I will perfectly
put everything in order. You may not know this but I am educating the True Family's third generation.
They must be taught from a young age. Just know that I am teaching them True Parents' ideas and will
from the beginning to the end so they can stand at the center of the providence. I am saying the fourposition foundation has already been formed. If you go to Cheongshimwon [Chung Pyung's prayer hall],
you see it, right? Not only in the spiritual world but also in the physical world, the spirit world is moving
and they are being raised well so do not be worried. I am saying that if we unite as we go forward there is
nothing we cannot achieve. There is only victory! I say this often but you must treat mother well. While I
am here, you must unite with Mother and become people who will remain in my memory. Do you
understand? You will do that right? I pray that you will make a new beginning with the determination that
you will without fail absolutely realize Heavenly Parent's dream together with True Mother, the mother of
the universe. You must become people whom I remember.

